Abstract
Introduction
Image Registration is a fundamental problem in image processing. Registration is to align two or more images of the same scene taken at different times, from different viewpoints, by different sensors. It is widely used for a variety of applications such as 3D modeling [1, 2, 3] , 3D geospatial information [4] , 3D Face Recognition [5] and remote sensing [6] . The basic idea of image registration is to compute the relative transformation parameters of a sequence of images and transform all images into a common coordinate system. References [7, 8, 9, 10] give the comprehensive survey of image registration methods.
In general, image registration is usually classified into pairwise registration and multiview registration according to whether only pair of images or all images are registered. Pairwise registration is the process of estimating an optimal transformation of an image with respect to the reference image. Multiview registration is to estimate the global transformations of a sequence of images.
Given a reference image and a template image, the purpose of pairwise registration is to find a reasonable transformation such that the transformed version of template image is similar to reference image. Pairwise registration firstly searches correspondence between reference image and template image. Area-based method is to deal with the similarity measures between two images. Feature-based method is to compute the pairwise correspondence between features in two images. After finding the correspondence between two images, next step is to compute the transformation of template image with respect to reference image. The well-known Iterative Closest Point algorithm [11] and its variants [12] is an efficient tool for pairwise registration.
The traditional method for multiview registration is to firstly compute the aligning transformation between two successive images, and then to chain these pairwise transformations together to compute global transformation of each image. Since only a pair of successive images is registered independently, local errors from pairwise registration tend to accumulate, cause an error drift and lead to global inconsistency of registration results. Therefore, some techniques that try to reduce the propagating error [13] or try to perform a global optimization process [14] have been proposed to obtain the optimal global transformation parameters and realize the optimal global registration.
Metaview approach [15, 16, 17] for multiview registration is to incrementally register and integrate each image into the metaview. A new image is registered against the so-called metaview, which is the integration of previously registered images. Metaview method provides good results when dealing with small objects. However, the error already registered and merged into metaview is not modified when a new image is registered.
Simultaneous minimization approach [18, 19] registers and integrates all images simultaneously. It is a reliable solution to the problem of reducing error propagation, but it suffers from high memory and computational requirement.
Graph approach [20] constructs a graph based on the relative relations from pairwise registration. It tries to find the optimal path [21] to obtain an accurate registration, or detect a cycle [22] to spread and compose the accumulated error. Graph approach relies on exhaustively pairwise registering and searching among all images.
Statistical technique considers the problem of image registration as Simultaneous Localization and Map-building (SLAM) problem [23, 24] . Both the robot position and the environment feature positions are estimated simultaneously. Due to the fact that the uncertainty is considered in the registration process, it can handle the uncertainty efficiently. Since the system state vector includes all environmental features, the manipulation of large state vector results in high computational complexity. In [25] , only current viewpoint position and selected environmental features are considered as system state. The position of viewpoint is recursively estimated over many looped revisits, but the global inconsistency problem still persists due to the loop-closed problem.
In addition, due to various uncertainties, the sampling images are associated with noise and errors [26, 27] . Image registration should be able to deal with the uncertainty [28] and registration result should be globally consistent [29] .
In this paper, in order to improve the registration accuracy and global consistency, we propose a globally consistent solution to multiview image registration. The multiview registration is considered as a stochastic estimation problem by taking account of various uncertainties. The position and orientation of viewpoints are recursively augmented and estimated with Augmented Kalman filter (AKF) [30] . It is global consistency because the states of all viewpoints are estimated in a common state vector and covariance matrix. The global transformation of each image is computed with the state estimation of corresponding viewpoint.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the system state and system models. Section 3 describes the multiview registration method. Section 4 shows the experimental results and conclusion is in Section 5.
State space and system models
In this paper, the multiview image registration is considered as a stochastic estimation problem by taking account of various uncertainties on measurement and modeling. It firstly estimates the global position and orientation of each viewpoint, and then computes the global transformation parameters of each image. In order to estimate the position and orientation of all viewpoints with augmented Kalman filter, the system state space, motion model, augmentation model and observation model are defined.
Six coordinates are used to determine the position and orientation of each viewpoint. It is represented with (x, y, z, α, β, θ). They are the x-, y-, z-coordinates and roll, pitch, yaw respectively. Six parameters are used to determine the relative relationship between two viewpoints. It is denoted as (Δx, Δy, Δz, Δα, Δβ, Δθ). The first three parameters correspond to translation motion along the x-, y-, z-axes and the last three parameters correspond to rotation angle about three axes.
System state space
The augmented system state vector consists of the position and orientation of viewpoints that have been registered up to now. The system state X(k) at time k is defined as:
Where n is the number of viewpoints that have been registered up to now. X i (k) is the position and orientation of i th viewpoint.
The system covariance matrix can be represented as:
Where P ij (k) is a block submatrix. It is the covariance between X i (k) and X j (k). The system covariance matrix is a symmetric matrix. It is significant for consistency because it contains the correlation between all viewpoints.
System motion model
The system state vector consists of the position and orientation of viewpoints. Since the position and orientation of each viewpoint are stationary, the system motion model is:
Where f(.) is system state transition function. It is obvious that system motion model is an identity matrix I and can be ignored.
System augmentation model
When a new image is to be registered, the state of corresponding viewpoint is estimated coarsely and is augmented into the system state vector.
The new image is firstly pairwise matched with its neighboring image that has been registered and has overlapping part with current image. We call this image reference image. Where g(.) is system state augmentation function. X r (k) is the state estimation of the reference viewpoint and T m is the matching result of current image with respect to the reference image. ω(k) is the uncertainty on position modeling. It is represented as a Gaussian white noise vector with zero mean and covariance Q.
The coarse state estimation of new viewpoint can also be derived directly from other dead reckoning system.
System observation model
Feature matching technique is employed to find feature correspondence between two partially overlapping images that have been registered. If there is a pair of corresponding feature, which is represented with (x L1 , y L1 , z L1 ) in i th viewpoint coordinates system and represented with (x L2 , y L2 , z L2 ) in j th viewpoint coordinates system, local coordinates are translated into global coordinates based respectively on state estimation X i (k) and X j (k).
The difference between their global coordinates is considered as observation value Z. In fact, the real observation value is a zero vector. The observation model is: (5) Where h(.) is system observation function. υ(k) is the uncertainty on sensor measurement and coordinates transformation. It is represented as a Gaussian white noise vector with zero mean and covariance R.
Multiview registration
At the beginning, the system state vector is empty. The first image is firstly augmented into the system state vector. The state of first image is represented with mean (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) and covariance P 0 . And then, the position and orientation of other viewpoint is augmented and updated recursively. If we get the position and orientation estimation of each viewpoint, we can compute the global transformation parameters of each image. And then register and integrate a sequence of images.
Augmented Kalman filter algorithm processes image registration problem in two steps: augmentation, update. Firstly, the state of a new viewpoint is computed and augmented into the system vector according to system augmentation rules. Secondly, if there is a feature correspondence in two images that have been registered, the difference between its global coordinates is considered as observation vector. The observation prediction is computed according to system observation model. The states of all viewpoints are updated according to update rules.
Augmentation
The position and orientation of a new viewpoint is computed based on the system augmentation model. The system state vector and covariance matrix are augmented as:
Where, X + and P + denote the posterior system state estimation with respect to observation update, X -and P -denote the prior system state estimation after augmentation. g  is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of augmentation function g(.) with respect to the system state X(k). It is a very sparse matrix with only few non-zero elements.
Update
The features correspondences are searching between any two images that have been registered. But, if two images have been matched for augmentation, feature correspondence between them is not necessary for update.
The predicted observation is computed based on observation model. The real observation value is a zero vector. The difference between the real observation and the predicted observation is called the innovation. Innovation, innovation covariance and Kalman Gains are computed as follows:
Where, h  is the Jacobian matrix of partial difference of observation function h(.) with respect to the system state X(k). It is also a sparse matrix with only few non-zero elements.
With innovation
and Kalman Gains W , the system state vector and covariance matrix are updated according to following update rules:
Where X + and P + denote the posterior system state estimation, X -and P -denote the prior system state estimation.
Global transformation parameters
At each step, the system state vector and covariance are augmented based on the system augmentation rules. The system state vector and covariance are updated according to updated rules. The augmented Kalman filter recursively augments and updates the system state vector and covariance matrix. The position and orientation of each viewpoint are estimated.
The global transformation parameters of each image are computed based on the position and orientation estimation of corresponding viewpoint. The rotation transformation TR i and translation transformation TT i are computed as: 
Experimental results
The proposed approach for multiview registration is firstly applied to a set of simulated images to test registration accuracy and global consistency. Secondly, it is applied to 3D modeling with a set of real images.
Simulation experiment
With a set of simulated images, the position and orientation of all viewpoints are estimated and compared with the actual ground truth. All images are globally registered. The accuracy and consistency of registration result are tested. The registration results are also compared with the results from other multiview registration method.
Simulation data:
Firstly, a virtual 3D scenario that comprises 100 random feature points is simulated. 30 viewpoints with known position and orientation are selected. 30 stochastic sampled images with measurement noise are created at 30 viewpoints. Observation distance ranges from 2m to 100m. The average measurement distance is about 30m. Only a part of scene is observed at each viewpoint, so each image composes of a part of feature points. There is overlapping part between two successive images.
Registration:
Secondly, with the registration method based on augmented Kalman filter, the position and orientation of all viewpoints are augmented and estimated recursively. The estimated position and orientation are compared with the actual ground truth. Figure 1 shows the position and orientation error of 30 viewpoints assuming that measurement noise σ is 1%. Because the states of all viewpoints are estimated in a common state vector and covariance matrix, the position and orientation of all viewpoints are globally consistent.
The global transformation parameters of 30 images are computed with the estimated position and orientation of 30 viewpoints. All images are then transformed into a common coordinate system and merged into an image. 30 images are globally registered with the augmented Kalman filter.
With the simulated data, 30 images are registered with traditional iterative matching-aligning approach. Pairwise matching between two successive images is based on simple point matching, and then these pairwise matching results are chained together to compute global transformation parameters of each image. All images are transformed into a common coordinates system and merged into an image.
With the simulated data, 30 images are globally registered with the metaview registration method, in which the ICP pairwise registration is used. The first two images are registered and merged into a metaview with ICP method. And then other images are incrementally registered against metaview with ICP method and merged into the metaview. The final metaview is considered as the multiview registration result.
With different multiview registration method, 30 images are registered and merged. The global coordinates of 100 feature points are obtained. Table 1 lists the accuracy test result on the assumption of different measurement noise. With the multiview registration method based on augmented Kalman filter, because the uncertainty about measurement noise and modeling noise is taken into account, the registration result is more accurate.
Consistency test:
In order to test the global consistency, each image is registered twice with the same method during a run of multiview registration. 30 images are globally registered respectively with traditional iterative matching-aligning method, metaview method and the proposed AKF method. And then 30 images are registered again with the same method.
It is obviously that the relative homogeneous transformation matrix of an image with respect to itself is an identity matrix I. The relative transformations matrixes of 30 images with respect to themselves are averaged. The trace of averaged homogeneous transformation matrix is used to measure the consistency of registration method. Table 2 lists the consistency test result on the assumption of different measurement noise. With the multiview registration method based on augmented Kalman filter, because the positions and orientations of all viewpoints are estimated in a common state vector and covariance matrix, the registration result is globally consistent.
Real experiment
The multiview registration is used to merge multiview 3D images to construct 3D model of a box. Range image data are acquired with stereo-vision camera Bumblebee2. A sequence of 3D images is acquired at different position with different orientation. Experimental results show that the proposed method is efficient in performing multiview registration. It can handle the uncertainty. The result of multiview registration is accurate and globally consistent. Comparing with the method based on SLAM, since the system state vector is smaller, the computational complexity is lower.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a globally consistent solution to multiview image registration. Multiview registration is done by recursively augmenting and estimating the position and orientation of viewpoints. In contrast with existing methods of multiview registration, the proposed method can handle the uncertainty and registration result is globally consistent. In addition, because registration algorithm is based on stochastic Kalman filter, it has the ability to account for potential registration errors. This approach is especially suitable for registering large data sets with uncertainties.
